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Herbert Marcuse'swritings constitute a modificationof Marxian socialism, a
reinterpretationof the teachingsof Karl Marx which attemptsto accountmore
fully for social changessince Marx'stime. However,this modificationof Marxian
theory involves a complete revision of various conceptionswhich are fundamental to Marx'sthought.It is the purposeof this articleto indicatethe source
of a major theoreticaldifferencebetween Marx and Marcuse and to suggest
variouscurrentswhichflow from this source.
Marcuse, it shall be shown, is caught within a system of thoughtwhich he
calls "technologicalrationality."This mode of thoughtarisesfrom the view that
the "telos"or end of historyis the dominationof nature.Nature is to be dominated or controlledby men because all human desires cannot be satisfiedfrom
her fruits. Thus nature appears as a stern and incomprehensibletaskmaster.
Further,she is such a poor and mean providerthat she forces her childrento
rise up against her. Nature is to be tortureduntil she delivers her secrets to
men; these hithertounknownforces (the secret store of nature'spower) are to
be ferreted out and broughtunder the conscious control of men (as history).
Human desires are increasinglyfulfilled through the concrete applicationof
these secrets as productivetechniques.Historicaladvanceis seen as progression
in technology. The harnessingand exploitationof all natural and human resources for the purpose of dominatingnature and alleviatingthe scarcity of
natureis the historicalproject. All human endeavoursare to be integratedtowards this end. The pluralityof human aims are "rational"only to the extent
that they contributeto the dominationof nature.Politics becomes reducibleto
economics; ethics, to the techniquesfor renderingconscious the unconscious
forcesin man and nature.
Technologicaldevelopmentis the concreteembodimentof reason in history.
Human liberationis the work of reason, of technologicalrationality;men are
free to the extent that they subjugatenature. Automationis the conditionfor
total liberation.Also automation,the complete dominationof natureby man,
undercutsthe grounds of the dominationof man by man. The existence of
classes, and the conflictbetweenthem, is due to scarcity.This conditionobtains
with the reign of naturewhose sovereigntyis ever erodedby technicaladvances.
Technology will conquer scarcity and simultaneouslyclass conflict. Class war
is secondaryto the war of man and nature.The transcendenceof class conflict,
"the end of history," will spring from the complete victory of man over nature,
and in turn will allow the full control and planning of social development.
It is often thought that Marx was, as Marcuse is, an adherent of "technological rationality." Indeed there are various strands in Marx's writing which
accord with this system of thought. But Marx was not an adherent of this mode
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of thought because he did not believe, as does Marcuse, in the abolition of
work, in complete automation. Marx did not think it possible that men could
ever cease to work; nor did he think such a utopian possibility would be desirable. Work is seen by Marx as an interchange between man and nature which
may be either an activity of freedom or of bondage; it is not, as with Marcuse,
inherently unfree, a legacy of man's servitude to nature.
However, before proceeding further, we might illustrate what is meant by
"technological rationality" by reference to Aristotle, a thinker whose standards
of rationality stand in direct contrast to those of Marcuse. As opposed to the
doctrine of natural scarcity propounded by Marcuse, the doctrine of natural
plenty is central to Aristotle's Politics. He writes that "it is the business of nature
to furnish subsistence for each being brought into the world" (1258a). "Property ... for the purpose of subsistence is evidently given by nature to all living
beings ..." (1256b). However, Aristotle did not think nature provided sufficiently
to allow all men leisure to attend to affairs of state or to do philosophy, the two
supremely human activities. Certain men, namely, the class of slaves, are condemned to "the realm of necessity," to spend their time and energy in the production of the necessities of life.
Thus, for Aristotle, nature's plenty is not incompatible with the existence of
a class of men who are kept from "the realm of freedom," who are deprived
of the opportunity to deliberate about public affairs, to choose amongst alternative courses of action which bear vitally on their lives. Although Aristotle recognizes that a number of men may be wrongfully prevented from realizing their
potential (the slaves who are so only "by convention"), he feels that the existence of slaves is not inherently inconsistent with nature's plenty. For, he argues,
certain men are by nature slaves. Nature creates these men deficient in spirit to
be willing to die for freedom and lacking in reason to be able to make a fruitful
contribution to political life. Aristotle argues that, if a man is a slave by nature,
it is natural, and in fact in the slave's own interest, that his activities be organized and his life ruled by those more capable than himself (1255b).
There is, however, one strange anomaly in Aristotle's account of slavery which
bears on our discussion of Marcuse's belief that nature is to be subjugated. Aristotle writes that "there is only one condition on which we can imagine managers
not needing subordinates, and masters not needing slaves. This condition should
be that each (inanimate) instrument could do its own work ... if a shuttle should
weave of itself, and a plectrum should do its own harp-playing" (1253b). Thus
Aristotle imagines, although he does not develop this suggestion, that class divisions can be rendered superfluous if production could be automated. However,
Aristotle does not consider this to be a real possibility. Nor, because of his view
of the natural differences between men would he consider automation desirable.
The conquest of nature would create such a chaotic condition that no one would
be fulfilled.
Aristotle is able to consider nature to be bounteous because he does not consider all men to be equal, to have the potential to make fruitful use of leisure
time. Marcuse considers nature to be niggardly, and for this reason, to be subjugated and controlled by productive techniques, because he considers all men
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Le travail et la libert6 chez Marcuse et Marx
L'article examine le systeme de pensde que Marcuse appelle la ( rationalitd technologique >. Ce systeme assigne, comme fin a l'histoire, la domination de la nature par
la maitrise de ses forces, dans le monde exterieur comme dans la conscience humaine.
D'apres les tenants de ce systeme, les projets historiques alternatifs sont une perte de
temps et d'efforts que les hommes rationnels doivent repousser.
Marx n'a pas dtd un adepte de cette thdorie, quoique certains eldments de sa pensde,
adoptis par les Bolsheviks et Marcuse, y correspondent. Marx n'dtait pas d'accord
avec l'idde ddfendue par Marcuse que le travail est le legs de la ddpendance des
hommes acl'endroit de la nature : d'apres lui, le travail n'est pas seulement une cons@quence fatale des exigences de la subsistance, mais aussi un besoin fondamental qui
permet a l'homme de rdaliser ses capacitis par la production. Le ( travail libre )> n'y
est done pas une contradiction dans les termes comme chez Marcuse ; c'est une
possibilit6 dans la rdalit6 et c'est une possibilit6 que la revolution socialiste pourrait
rdaliser.
L'idde que le travail est mecanique et oppressif par nature a conduit Marcuse d
reviser la thdorie marxienne de fagon substantielle. II refuse l'interpritation materialiste voulant que la modification des moyens et des rapports de production soient a la
source des changements sociaux. II ne croit pas que le contr6le du processus de la
production par les travailleurs soient la base de leur imancipation : une production
ndcessaire est forcdment rdpressive, non-libre, et la libertd n'est possible qu'au-deld de
la contrainte production. Les changements techniques ne rendent pas le travail moins
mecanique et la participation des travailleurs a la formation des politiques industrielles
et aux moyens de les rdaliser ne liberent pas le travail. La libertd 6tant au-deld du
processus de production, I'automation est la condition de la liberation humaine. Cette
automation sera rdalisee le plus efficacement au moyen de la planification centrale et
de l'orientation des forces productives existentes par une dlite incontr6lee. Aussi une
revolution dans la conscience des hommes, une revolution culturelle, est-elle ndcessaire
pour leur faire admettre le regne des technocrates 4 rationnels > ?
Marx n'dtait pas un adepte de la c rationalit6 technologique > parce que sa thdorie
tdchait d'abord de dilimiter les conditions de la libertd et du ddveloppement de
l'homme au sein du processus de la production, et non pas de le liberer de la servitude
naturelle du travail. C'est dans l'adoption de la c rationalite technologique > qu'il faut
voir, chez Marcuse, la source de son rejet du matirialisme marxien, sa justification de
l'exploitation maximale des forces de l'homme et de la nature pour fins d'automation
et ses tendances anti-dimocratiques.

to have an equal claim to be free from toil. Is then the doctrine of natural plenty
in conflict with that of human equality? Not necessarily, for reasons that both
Aristotle and Marcuse do not consider. Nature's plenty and human equality are
compatible if and only if the interaction between man and nature (work) is not
necessarily degrading and servile. Marx, as will be shown, was able to envisage
a classless society in which men worked, a view that neither Aristotle nor Marcuse could share.
We may see from the quotation above that Aristotle did not think weaving
or harp-playing were activities befitting free men. Work and freedom are incompatible according to Aristotle and, as we shall see, according to Marcuse
as well.
Marx did not believe that work is inherently oppressive. Indeed it is central
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to Marx's thought that work is not to be considered as a means to procure subsistence but rather as a means to express human personality.1 Work is the means
whereby men objectify their "subjectivity," externalize inner needs and talents,
actualize their potential, give concrete form to their latent capacities, or realize
their human nature. Productive activity is men creating and defining themselves;
it is the means whereby men obtain an identity. Work, for Marx, is the uniquely
human activity; in contrast to the animals, "man produces when he is free from
physical need and only truly produces in freedom therefrom."2 Work can thus
be an end in itself, a "joy."3 Considered abstractly, work is the self-realization
of the human personality. Indeed work must be such for Marx to distinguish
between non-alienated and alienated labour. The former is not repressive; in
fact, it constitutes human self-realization. But alienated labour is the means by
which an individual's "realization is his loss of reality";4 his capacities are repressed rather than expressed in production.
Alienation, for Marx, arises from the separation of the worker from the means
of production, from the ownership of the means of production by non-labourers.
In such a condition, an individual must alienate his labour-power to a capitalist
in order to obtain a subsistence wage. The capitalist prescribes production goals,
the amount of labour to be done, and the methods by which it is to be done;
the worker has no interest in his work except to obtain the wages necessary to
support himself and his family. Such labour is hated toil which elicits none of
the labourer's qualities.
The means of production are, in Marx's view, the conditions for the expression of human personality. This is why the question of the ownership of the
means of production is of such central importance to Marx. To possess the
means of production is to be able to express one's nature in production; to be
separated from the means of production is to be forced to alienate one's personality in labour.
Thus, for Marx, work is not necessarily unfree. Marcuse recognizes that
Marx's early writings express the desire to see an alteration in the conditions of
production so that men can freely realize their capacities in work. But Marcuse
is wrong to assert that
The later Marxian concept implies the continued separationbetween the realm of
necessity and the realm of freedom, between labor and leisure - not only in time,
but also in such a manner that the same subject lives a differentlife in two realms.
According to this Marxian conception, the realm of necessity would continue under
socialism to such an extent that real human freedom would prevail only outside the
entire sphereof socially necessarylabor.5
Marcuse is referring to the following passage in Capital:
Freedom in [production] can only consist in socialized man, the associated producers, rationally regulating their interchangewith Nature, bringing it under their
common control, instead of being ruled by it as the blind forces of Nature; and
1See The GermanIdeology (London, 1965), 31-2.
2Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts (Moscow, 1961), 75.
81bid.,79.
41lbid.,105-6.
5An Essay on Liberation (Boston, 1969), 20-1.
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achievingthis with the least expenditureof energy and under conditions most favorable to, and worthy of, their human nature. But it nonetheless still remains a realm
of necessity. Beyond it begins that developmentof human energy which is an end in
itself, the true realm of freedom, which, however, can blossom forth only with this
realm of necessity as its basis. The shorteningof the working day is its basic prerequisite.6
Marx does think that a shortening of the working day is a basic condition of
human freedom, that leisure and education are essential for the extension of the
human personality through work. But Marcuse does not indicate that Marx
thought the realm of necessity could itself be free. For Marx, in his mature as
well as his early writings, work is not inherently unfree, oppressive; rather work,
even in the realm of necessity, "is itself the activity of freedom." Marx does
not agree with Adam Smith that work is to be considered a punishment for
original sin:
A. Smith seems far from seeing that an individual, "in his normal conditions of
health, strength, activity, capacity and skill," has also the need for a normal portion
of work, for an end to rest. To be sure, the amount of work itself appears given
externally in the aim sought and the obstacles to the attainmentof that end to be
overcome by labour. But A. Smith has just as little an inkling of the fact that this
overcoming of obstacles is in itself the activity of freedom - and that further the
appearance of merely external natural necessity is stripped off from external ends
and that these ends can be posited as those the individual sets himself - that thus
work is the activity of self-realization,of the objectificationof the subject, therefore
real freedom.7
It is crucial to stress that Marx did not think that work is inherently oppressive, a view which distinguishes his thought from that of Marcuse. For Marx,
a post-capitalist mode of production does not depend primarily on the automation of production as it does for Marcuse," but upon different conditions of production, namely, new uses of machinery and altered relations of production.
Communism, in Marx's understanding, is not the abolition of labour but rather
radical improvements in the conditions under which men labour. The end of
the communist movement was not the elimination of the working class but
rather the creation of conditions in which work is an activity of freedom, dignity and fulfilment. Marx wishes to see the workers' potential realized in work
whereas Marcuse sees no potentialities to be realized in work. As Marcuse sees
work to be inherently oppressive, the end of the workers must be the total negation of what they are; their historical function is to become non-labourers, to
deny their qualities and needs as labourers. It is perhaps not surprising that
Marcuse's doctrine, unlike that of Marx, has been espoused solely by the middle
class. We shall return to this point later on in our discussion.
According to Marx, it is an eternal necessity that men work. "Just as the
savage must wrestle with Nature to satisfy his wants, to maintain and reproduce
life, so must civilized man, and he must do so in all social formations and under
all possible modes of production."'9The realm of necessity then continues in
6Capital (Moscow, 1962), In, 800.
7Grundrisseder Kritik der Politichen Oekonomie (Berlin, 1953), 505.
SSee prefaces to Eros and Civilization (Boston, 1961) and Negations (Boston, 1968);
One-DimensionalMan (Boston, 1966), 16, 36-7.
9Capital,Im, 799.
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communist society. Work is necessary but it is not of an oppressive character.
Marx foresees the use of new productive techniques whereby a worker is not
compelled to exert his energy in one simple task; machines with replaceable
parts and men with well-rounded educations and vocational training will render
the existing division of labour obsolete. Mechanized labour is not, for Marx,
inherently mechanical. Solidarity amongst the workers, engineers, and technicians will result in the invention of machines designed not primarily to maximize
consumer goods and profits in production but to realize and develop the creative capacities of workmen.
Marx states that "... an early combination of productive labour with education
is one of the most potent means for the transformation of present day society."'0
In communist society, education will be combined with production.," Marx did
not mean by this that persons are to receive a narrow vocational training that
would necessitate the co-ordination and supervision of specialized tasks by more
generally educated men.'2 Rather the reverse. Not only would this combination
of work and education prepare the workers for a variety of functions but also
would serve to bridge the gap between mental and physical labour, managerial
and manual labour; each individual would be able to "take part in the general both theoretical and practical - affairs of society."'3
The combination of work with education would mean that theoretical knowledge could be practically applied in workshops and practical problems on the
shop floor could be clarified in the schools. The educative process is two-way;
problems being posed in both the factory and the school room, or the land and
agricultural colleges, and solutions being found in both places. Education is to
follow the bent and inclination of the student rather than being merely bookish
or monotonous, the use or practical application of which is beyond the imagination of most students. The science of mechanics would be more appealing to
young men and women after they have operated machines and are perplexed
by their operation and the principles behind their operation. Biology and soil
chemistry would not be merely academic disciplines when children work with
animals and the planting of crops. The combination of work with education,
for Marx, has the purpose of instilling in people the scientific and technical
knowledge regarding the productive process at an age when persons are most
receptive to, and curious about, scientific problems, when the mind has not
been blunted by purely manual labour nor dulled by purely academic problems
which appear to have no practical pertinence.
Marx characterized capitalism as an inversion of the subject and object of
work. That is, Marx thought that machines had come to determine the movement of men's minds and bodies rather than men determining the movement of
machines. In Marx's view, most of the producers in pre-capitalist societies,
through the exercise of their imagination and intelligence, determined the form
and character of their work and had command over their instruments of
production, but in capitalist society all the skill and knowledge that was once the
property of the craftsmen becomes incorporated in machines and men become
loCritique of the Gotha Programme (Moscow, 1959), 36.
11TheManifesto of the CommunistParty (Moscow, n.d.), 81; Capital, I, 484, 488.
12Grundrisse,593.
13F. Engels, Anti-Duehring (Moscow, 1954), 252.
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mindless machine minders. Tasks become simple, repetitive, and mechanical;
no imagination or intelligence is required of the workmen in production. All the
science and technical knowledge is embodied in machines and all the organizational labour is the function of the capitalists. This, in crude outline, is Marx's
understanding of the alienation of the labourer from the mental conditions of
production which follows upon his separation from the material conditions of
production. It is this alienation which the combination of work and education
is designed to remedy. A revolution in education is essential to provide the
workers with intellectual command over industrial processes.
Marcuse never discusses Marx's fruitful suggestion regarding the combination
of work and education. This is because Marcuse does not think the process of
production can be substantially improved, made less oppressive and more fulfilling. As he writes, "The more complete the alienation of labor, the greater the
potential of freedom: total automation would be the optimum. It is the sphere
outside labor which defines freedom and fulfillment ..."14 Or even more explicitly,
Marcuse writes that "necessary labor is a system of essentially inhuman, mechanical and routine activities; in such a system, individuality cannot be a value
and an end in itself. Reasonably, the system of societal labor would be organized rather with a view to saving time and space for the development of individuality outside the inevitably repressive work-world."'5
Marcuse, as distinct from Marx, believes the realm of necessity to be unalterably opposed to the realm of freedom. Marcuse sees the two realms to be based
on two different principles. The realm of necessity is structured on the performance principle - that is, on the principle that one must renounce the pursuit of
immediate pleasure for the external purpose of subsistence production, organized
by a bureaucracy over which one has no control.1" The realm of freedom is
structured on the pleasure principle, on the principle that desires are to be immediately fulfilled through the exercise of the imagination, play, sexual relations,
etc.
Marx did not think that human life and personality was to be split in two.
Nor did he think total automation is the condition of human freedom. Freedom
would arise, Marx thought, with the abolition of the division between mental
and manual labour brought about by the combination of education with work.
Automation, rather than freeing men, would oppress men if, as Marx thought,
"labour has become not only a means of life but life's prime want""7in communist society. According to Marx's view of post-capitalist society, the workworld is clearly not to be divorced from a realm of human fulfilment.
Marcuse's revision of Marx centres around the unalterable opposition between the realm of necessity and the realm of freedom. In Marcuse's understanding of capitalist society, the former totally engulfs the latter; the cycle of
toil and relaxation completely exhaust the time of modem men: no time is left
for true leisure or play. Technical resources are present to allow all men a substantial part of the day free from toil, but this potential is not actualized because the ruling 61ite artificially expands the realm of necessity through the
14Eros and Civilization, 142; cf. An Essay on Liberation, 20-1; One-Dimensional
16, 37; Negations, 258.
15Eros and Civilization, 178.
16Ibid., 199; One-Dimensional Man, 44, 251-2.
17Critique of the Gotha Programme, 22.
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simulatedneedscreatedby plannedobsolescence,
etc.,andby armaadvertising,
mentsto be usedagainstthe enemiesof the 61itewithinandwithoutthe society.
indusMarcusearguesthatbecausea capitalisteconomyrequiresan armaments
and
a
conditioned
demand
for
useless
men
to
work
much
have
commodities,
try
harderin orderto maintainthe capitalistsystemand the interestsof its dominantclass,thantheywouldif theyproducedonlyfor themselves.Thusthe repressionexercisedby the capitalistclassin orderto constantlyexpandproduction is morethan that necessaryfor the reproduction
of life undera socialist
mode of production.This "surplusrepression"
pervadesall facetsof modern
life. The work ethos, or the performance
principleengenderedby the ruling
class for its interestsof domination,
to the
totallyinvadesmen'spersonalities
instinctuallevel, preventingthem fromhavingsatisfactoryeroticrelations,an
accurateawarenessof theirrelations,a creativeimagination,
etc. Free instinctual gratification
and
woulddivertthe energyrequisiteto surplus-production
wouldhenceundermine
the capitalistsystem.Thusthe rulingclassmanipulates
men to acceptsafe outletsfor theirdesires,outletswhichimpairmentalhealth
but whichdo not sap energyfor production.
The resolutionof thisunfortunate
state of affairscan only arisethrougha revolutionagainstthe capitalistclass
whichwill eliminatesurplusrepression
and,by so doing,willincreasethe realm
of freedomanddecreasetherealmof necessity.
This revolution,accordingto Marcuse,will makeconcretethe potentialities
of freedomin advancedindustrialcountries.Ever-increasing
automationwill
forcethe realmof necessityto recedein the face of the growingrealmof freedom. Then,"theexpandingrealmof freedombecomestrulya realmof playof the freeplay of individual
Workbecomesplay,sensualpleasure
faculties."8s
as
Fourier
"travail
of,
Thus,in Marcuse'sview, in postput it,
attrayant."'9
work
all
human
becomes
activitiesaremotivatedby the
capitalistsociety
play;
erotic
inclination.
Production,in Marcuse'scommunist
pleasureprinciple,by
as
and
will
become
free
society,
enjoyableas anyhumanactivityor relationship.
Marx'sview of communalproductionstandsin markedcontrastto that of
Fourierand Marcuse.Workin communistsociety,Marxsays, will constitute
of the individual,whichdoes not meanthatit becomesmere
"self-realization
mere
as Fourierthinkswiththenaivetyof a flowergirl
fun,
amusement,
(grisette).
free
work,e.g., composition,is damnedseriousand, at the same time,
Truly
it is themostintensiveexertion."20
MarcusebelievesthatMarx'saustereethosis to be overthrown;
he recommends
a turningawayfromMarxto Fourier,since the formerdoes not thinkwork
can becomeplay.21Marcuseforeseesa transformation
fromthe workethosand
its culturehero,Prometheus,
to a pleasureethosandits cultureheroes,Orpheus
and Narcissus.The former,a sufferingservantof humanity,is dedicated,in
Marcuse'seyes, to the principlesof industry,whereasthe latterrepresentthe
moreindolentpleasuresof artisticcreationand intellectuality.
It is aroundthe
images of Orpheusand Narcissusthat the new world is to be structured.22
18Erosand Civilization, 204.
191bid.,199-201. Marcuse cites F. Armand and R. Maublanc, Fourier : textes choisis (Paris,
1937), II, 240 ff.
20Grundrisse,505; cf. p. 599.
21An Essay on Liberation, 21-2.
22Erosand Civilization, chaps. 8-10.
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The closing words of Marx's doctoral dissertationare, "Prometheusis the
noblest saint and martyron the philosophicalcalendar."And, since Marcuse
has explicitlyidentifiedhis view of communismwith that of the utopiansocialist
Fourier,Marx thoughtFourier,and would think Marcuse,as naive as a flowergirl.
Marx differedfrom the utopiansocialists,Owen,Fourier,and St Simon,in three
fundamentaland interrelatedrespects. First, they did not perceive that the
motive force of history is developmentsin productiveforces or that social developmentis based upon advancesin productionrelationsand techniques.Secondly, they did not indicate the means whereby their social ideas would be
implementedin practice.These socialistswere not scientific,accordingto Marx,
because they did not see that the workingclass could verify socialisthypotheses
throughrevolutionaryaction. Thirdly,utopiansforesawa socialistsociety ruled
by a rationalmanagerial6lite. Marx, on the otherhand, foresawsocialistsociety
to be based on the power of the workingclass, power generatedby the effective
controlof the meansof production.
Marcuseagreeswith the utopiansocialistsin the above-mentioneddifferences
with Marx. In discussingthese differencesin greaterdetail, I hope to show that
they are facets of a single disagreementbetween Marcuse and Marx; that is,
the formerdoes not think that workers,while they remainworkers,can become
free, while Marx believes they can. In order to throw light on Marcuse'sdifferenceswith Marx, an accountof Marx'sconceptionof historyis in order.
The materialistinterpretationof social developmentis an assertionthat alterations in the relationsbetweensocial classesdependon, and must be accompanied
by, transformationsin productivetechniques,by developmentsin the kinds and
uses of machinery.Social movementswhich are not based or materiallyembodied in developmentsin technicalprocessescannot issue forth in transformed
social relations.It is for this reason that some think the Soviet Union has not
abolished class divisions since no new productiveforces have emerged which
couldrendera rulingclass redundant.
The materialistconception,however,does not assertthat the level of technological developmentconstitutesthe level of social development.For example,
Marx nowhereassertsor implies that Orientaldespotismsare based on a lower
level of technicaladvance than Ancient or Feudal modes of production.What
distinguishesone economic epoch from anotheris the distinctiveways in which
instrumentsof productionare used and the differentways in which men relate
to one anotherin production.Nor does Marxthinkthat socialismis distinguished
from capitalismsimplyin virtue of a higherlevel of technologicaldevelopment.
A socialist mode of productionis to be based on differentuses of machinery
and differentproductive relations. Marx tersely asserts: "The idea of some
socialists,that we need capital but not capitalists,is completelyfalse."23
But, for Marcuse, there is to be no substantial alteration in the means (machinery) and relations of production in the transformation from capitalist to
socialist society. Socialist society is "'new' not only( and perhaps not at all)
with respect to technical innovations and production relations, but with respect
23Grundrisse,412.
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to the different human needs and the different human relationships in working
for the satisfaction of these needs."24
Thus Marcuse is not concerned with a transformation in what Marx called
the "base" or the infrastructure of society but only with the "superstructure."
Marx thought the base of society consisted of the means and relations of production which shaped the superstructure of society, that is, the forms of consciousness, the modes of consumption, societal relations and institutions such as
the family, church, fraternal associations, etc., laws, and the forms of the state
apparatus. The superstructurein turn asserts an influence on the base of society,
according to Marx, which may modify the structure of society so as to aggrevate or diminish class conflict but not to the extent that it can transform the
fundamental class relations of that society. Changes in laws, in forms of consciousness, and social institutions are usually secondary to developments in productive forces of society. When there is an alteration in the superstructurewhich
is not accompanied by developments in technical processes or productive relations, this change is at best a mere illusion of progress. Crudely expressed, developments in the base of society are, for Marx, basic; developments solely in
the superstructure are superficial.
Marcuse is not concerned with "basic" transformations in society; he is not
interested in the technical innovations that would make mechanized labour less
mechanical: nor does he deal with reorganization of unions nor with workers'
participation in industry. Rather, after his violent denunciation of capitalism,
in the rather limp conclusion to One-Dimensional Man, he advocates an extension of the welfare state, the elimination of the spurious needs created by advertising, an extension of birth control programs, an increase in privacy so as
not to compel the sensitive to be inflicted with the "sounds, sights and smells"
of the mass, the prevention of the pollution of air and water, the creation of
parks and gardens, and the better treatment of animal life.25 Many of these
programs may be worthy objectives, but it is less clear that they would constitute basic changes in our economical system, changes which are fundamental
to a socialist revolution.
The reason that Marcuse does not advocate radical alteration in the economic
base of society is because he perceives that capitalist modes of production are
well on their way to becoming automated. Automation is "the very base of all
forms of human freedom."26 While men have to work, they cannot be free.
Hence there is no point in the creation of machinery designed to actualize the
human potential in work as human fulfilment can only be found outside the
work process. Nor is there any value in substantial alterations in the relations
of production, alterations aimed at transferring the power of making technical
and policy decisions (including control of training schools and institutes of
education) from management to the unions. Radical alterations in the means
and relations of production would only be palliatives; complete freedom, the
aim of socialism, is only possible through the complete substitution of human
labour by machines.
24An Essay on Liberation, 88.
250ne-Dimensional Man, chap. 9.
261bid.,231.
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MoreoverMarcusesees the workersin modernsocietiesto be so conditioned
and manipulatedby the rulingclass that they are not capableof revolutionary
action or industrial self-management.The conservativecharacterof modern
workers militates "against the notion that the replacementof the prevailing
control over the productiveprocess by 'control from below' would mean the
Marcuse opposes the aim of "autogestion"
advent of qualitative change.""27
(workers'control or managementof industry) which is advocatedby French
and Italian unionists.This strategycannot lead to ever-increasingpower of the
workersand a basis for a transitionto socialism.Workers'controlof industrial
processes and policy would lead to the creation of vested interestsof labour
within the capitalistsystem, interestswhich would furtherentrenchand solidify
capitalism.28
Marcuse'sposition on the role of unions standsin markedcontrastto that of
Marx. They do agree that unionsin fact have been almostsolely concernedwith
economic aims. In 1866, Marx wrote for a congressof the InternationalWorking Man's Association: "The trade unions have hithertopaid too much attention to the immediatedisputeswith Capital.They have not yet fully understood
their mission against the existing system of production.They have kept aloof
from the generalsocial and politicalmovement."29
Nevertheless,this perception
did not prevent Marx from thinking that the unions acted as "schools"for
socialist organizationand administration.The trade unions are "centresof gravity for the whole workingclass, very much like the medieval guilds and corporationsfor the burgess class." They are "the foci of the workingclasses, in
the interestof their completeemancipation."Unions are essentialto preventthe
unbridledexploitationof capital but they are also "all the more importantas
organizedbodies for the abolition of wage-labourand of the capitalistdomination."8o
Marx thoughtthat if socialismis to triumph,it must be throughthe activity
of the workersthemselves.The unions are to play a vital part in the transformation of capitalismto socialismby the accumulationof economicpower and
by serving as a traininggroundin the techniquesof organizationand administration, techniquesessential not only to overthrowcapitalismbut also for socialist managementof industry.He did not believe with Lenin and Marcuse
that workerscould rise only to a "trade-unionconsciousness."Unlike Marcuse,
Marxthinksthat unionscan effectradicalchangesin the relationsof production.
I have above indicatedthat Marcuseadvocates"superstructural"
ratherthan
"basic"changesin the capitalistsystem and have suggestedthat the reasonfor
this is his belief that productiveautonomyor free work is not a possible goal,
is in fact a contradictionin terms. Marcuse'srevision of Marxianmaterialism
springsfrom this source.
Accordingto the materialistconceptionof history,social and politicalpower
derive from masteryof the work situation,from effectivecontrol of the means
271bid.,252.
28"The Obsolescence of Marxism," in N. Lobkowicz, ed., Marx and the Western World
(Notre Dame, 1967), 415.
29From M. Beer, A History of British Socialism (London, 1929), ii, 219.
3Olbid.A more complete discussion may be found in A. Lozovsky, Marx and the Trade
Unions (New York, 1942).
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of production. Proletarian self-mastery or the emancipation of the working class
depends on the workers' material, intellectual, and administrative command of
production. Marcuse, as we have seen, denies this as he believes workers' emancipation is only possible outside the process of production. The measures he
recommends for the liberation of men from capitalism are only indirectly related
to the work process; they are "superstructural"alterations rather than modification of the economic base of capitalism.
However, Marcuse does advocate the socialization of the means of production and centralized planning of the economy. But according to the Marxian
conception, these measures are not "basic" unless they are accompanied by a
radical alteration in technical processes and production relations. Socialism, for
Marx, involves not only common ownership of the means of production but also
power to the working class, industrial, social and political "self-government of
the producers."
Marcuse does not mention new uses of machinery, the combination of work
and education, union organization and industrial administration, in short, those
measures which Marx perceived to be the basis of a revolution in the division
between mental and material production, managerial and manual labour. In
fact, Marcuse states that a socialist society
would continue to depend on a division which involves inequalityof functions. Such
inequality is necessitated by genuine social needs, technical requirements,and the
physical and mental differences among the individuals.However, the executive and
supervisoryfunctions would no longer carry the privilege of ruling the life of others
in some particularinterest.81
Thus Marcuse's socialism is a society where some men rule the lives of others,
but they do not do so "in some particular interest." The administrative hierarchy
which Marcuse wishes to entrust with the supervision of a socialist economy
may not wish to exercise power in the interest of domination, but we have
nothing more material than trust to guarantee that they do not.32
Since Marcuse's revolution does not result in a material basis for the emancipation of the workers from oppression, socialism springs from a cultural revolution, a radical alteration in men's consciousness without fundamental changes
in the means or relations of production. "The development not of class consciousness but of consciousness as such, freed from the distortions imposed upon
it, appears to be the basic prerequisite for radical change."33 The conquest of
nature must be directed not only at the outside world in the form of production
but also increasingly at the natural or unconscious forces in man. This cultural
revolution or "moral rebellion""34will primarily devolve on that group whose
consciousness is least distorted by capitalist affluence - the students. It is they
who must lead the masses to a higher level of consciousness. Marcuse writes:
"A radical change in consciousness is the beginning, the first step in changing
81One-DimensionalMan, 44.; cf. Eros and Civilization, 205.

82Marcusestatesthat "therepressivebureaucracy"
in socialistcountriesis only perpetuated
becauseof the threat that capitalistcountriespose to them. One-Dimensional
Man, 42;
and Marx'sthoughts
prefaceto An Essayon Liberation.Weber'sreflectionson bureaucracy
on Orientaldespotismare appositehere.
Obsolescenceof Marxism,"417.
84"The
84An Essay on Liberation, 62.
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social existence: emergence of the new Subject. Historically, it is again the
period of enlightenment prior to material change - a period of education, but
education which turns into praxis: demonstration, confrontation, rebellion."35
Marcuse is not at all clear about the ends of the cultural revolution, the student
movement. He at times suggests that the function of the students is to radicalize
the working class and then make common cause with them. However, he feels
that this course of action would probably meet with a limited response from
the workers, not because radical intellectuals have little to offer in the way of
basic improvements in conditions of work, but because the working class are
the manipulated dupes of the bourgeoisie. The radicalization of the workers may
be impossible within capitalist society. They must first be "liberated from all
propaganda, indoctrination and manipulation." Marcuse is ambiguous about how
this liberation will be effected. At times, he suggests an "educational dictatorship"36by an intellectual 61ite as a transitional period until the masses become
fully conscious and accept the ruling hierarchy structured by technological
rationality. Marcuse writes that this transitional period
would only mean replacementof this presentelite by another;and if this other should
be the dreadedintellectualelite, it may not be less qualifiedand less threateningthan
the prevailingone. True, such government,initially,would not have the endorsement
of the majority "inherited"from the previous government- but once the chain of
past governmentis broken, the majority would be in a state of flux, and, released
from the past management,free to judge the new governmentin terms of the common interest.37
Marcuse's cultural revolution is then fundamentally undemocratic. He wishes
to create a revolution without what Marx would call the objective conditions
of a revolution. Revolutionary activity which is not grounded in the material
conditions of a revolution inevitably, Marx states, leads to terror.38In addition,
a premature coup would "pre-empt the developing revolutionary process" and
would prevent the workers from becoming trained in the techniques of organization and administration that are essential in the fight against capitalism.39 Marcuse's "educational dictatorship" would, in Marx's eyes, deprive the workers of
their best possible education, an education arising from their struggles with
capital. As Marx makes clear in the third thesis on Feuerbach, revolutionary
activity is a process of self-education; without such, it is necessary to divide
society into two parts, the educators and the educated.
Marcuse's revision of Marx's materialism is then manifest in their different
interpretation of the source of revolutions. For Marx, revolutions arise when
relations of products are a fetter on men's productive capacities. But Marcuse
does not think revolutions are occasioned by developments and conflicts in productive techniques and relations. For example, Marx thought that the "bourgeois" revolution of 1648 and 1688 were based on, and hence had their grounds
of success in, an incompatibility between the growing productive developments
in manufacture and agriculture and ossified relations of production; the feudal
system of property inhibited the growth of agriculture and guild regulations
35abid.,53.
37An Essay on Liberation,70.
391bid.,viii, 598-9.

360ne-Dimensional Man, 40-1.
38Werke(Berlin, 1956), Iv, 338-9.
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acted as a fetter on the development of manufacturers. Whatever the deficiencies of Marx's analysis of the origin of the modern era, it bears favourable comparison to that of Marcuse. Marcuse writes that the "new, higher period of
civilization was painfully born in the violence of the heretic revolts of the thirteenth century and in the peasant and labour revolts of the fourteenth century."40
Those who think that these revolts were basic factors in the emergence of the
bourgeois epoch will be able to see the historic significance of student confrontations, embued with the ethos of conditional toleration, in laying the groundwork for a new epoch. The Albigensian martyrs, the crusade against whom was
among the first but by no means the last of European witch-hunts, have a much
more basic effect in the emergence of the modern world in Marcuse's interpretation of history than they have in Marx's.
If the revolution in consciousness is not based on development in technical
processes and production relations, it is also not directed towards the eventual
control of production by the workers. Marcuse writes:
Self-determinationin the production and distribution of vital goods and services
would be wasteful. The job is a technical one, and as a truly technical job, it makes
for the reduction of physical and mental toil. In this realm, centralized control is
rational if it establishes the precondition for meaningful self-determination... in its
own realm - in the decisions which involve the production and distributionof the
economic surplus,and in the individualexistence.41
Productive freedom or self-determination should be economized in socialist
society because, in Marcuse's view, there are no meaningful alternatives to technological rationality. The historical problem from which all other social problems derive is the domination of nature:42 all productive resources are to be
integrated towards this end. The only rational end of man is thus the maximal
exploitation of nature through production. Alternative ends, such as the creation
of conditions conducive to self-realization in work and workers' participation in
policy decisions regarding the conditions of work, are irrational or "wasteful"
in terms of the standard of technological rationality. The demand for improved
quality of conditions of work may be in conflict with the demand for maximum
efficient production and hence the former is irrational by Marcuse's standards
and is to have no part in the shaping of the new society. Industrial policy becomes a "technical job" because there are no longer any policy decisions that
have to be made by those concerned with production: the one end of the domination of nature prevails over conflicting and "wasteful" aims. How men would
want to work is irrelevant; production goals and methods are determined by a
technical 61ite. In socialist society, "technological rationality, stripped of its
exploitative features, is the sole standard and guide in planning and developing
the available resources for all."43
In existing capitalist societies, Marcuse argues, the particular interests of agriculture, union leadership, and especially the captains of industry and the mili40A Critiqueof Pure Tolerance (Boston, 1965), 108.
410ne-Dimensional Man, 251-2. Needless to say, those arch-exponents of "technological
rationality," the Bolsheviks, justified the replacement of union and soviet control of industry by the party hierarchy in terms of the needs of rapid technological development.
42Ibid.,231, 237.
481bid.,251.
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tary preventthe rationalizationof the economy.A revolutionagainstthese particular interests,in the name of the dominatedgroupswithin and without the
leading industrialnations, is thus necessaryto strip the "exploitativefeatures"
from the capitalistsystem. But this revolutionwill only remove "exploitative
features"from the system;it will not effect any alterationin the economicbase
of the system.In short,Marcuse'srevolutionis to resultin furthercentralization
of the
of existingproductiveforces and in a rationalizationof the superstructure
consciousness
of
the
forms
social
and
needs
laws,
relations,institutions,
system
- to harnessit to the end of the completedominationof nature.
Marcuse'sdoctrine is a radical departurefrom Marx's conceptionof "selfgovernmentof the producers."In The Civil War in France, Marx provideshis
fullest sketch of the organizationof post-capitalistsociety.He portraysa devolution of centralizedadministrationto the communes,the units of production.A
citizens'militia is to replace the army and the police force. All managers,administrators,and public servantsare elected and responsibleto the membersof
the commune. Rather than advocate a curtailmentof political democracy,as
Marcusedoes, Marx foreseesthe extensionof democracyinto the industrialand
social realms. While Marcuse advocates the rule of an uncheckedhierarchy
governingin consonancewith technologicalrationality,Marx assertsthat "nothing could be more foreign to the spiritof the Communethan to supersedeuniversalsuffrageby hierarchicinvestiture."44
Marcuse'sutopiansocialismdiffersfrom "scientific"socialismin that it does not
believe that an alterationin class relationsmust be based on radical developments in the means and relations of production,nor that effective control of
productionby the workersis the means to workingclass emancipation,nor that
the workers,throughpartyand union activity,will be the primaryagentsof their
emancipation,nor that this emancipationwill result in industrialmanagement
and self-governmentof the producers.These differencesmay be seen to derive
from a single source, namely, that Marx was not an adherentof technological
rationalityand Marcuseis.
It is not the degree to which nature is dominatedbut rather the different
ways in which men regulatetheir interactionwith nature that, for Marx, distinguishesone mode of productionfrom another.A pre-automatedsociety, a
conditionin which natureis not completelydominated,may be free if technical
processes and relationsof productionare such that the workershave material,
intellectual,and administrativecommandof production.Productivefreedomis
a real possibility;there is nothing inherentin work which makes it repetitive,
mechanical,and oppressive.Machinerydoes not in itself make work mechanical.
Rather it may be one of the means to bring science and art to the sphere of
production,if machinerywere not designed solely to maximizesocial productivity. Industrialproductiondoes not necessitate a hierarchyof command, a
division between management and manual labour. With a radical alteration in
education such as Marx suggests, unions could fulfil many of the functions of
management, or at least those of the board of directors in capitalist enterprises
or central planning committees in socialist countries. Marx thought that the
44The Civil War in France (Moscow, n.d.), 65.
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workers' movement would bring to fruition the possibility of self-determined
work as the material basis of a democratic society.
Marcuse, on the other hand, does not think productive freedom is a real
possibility. Freedom is possible only outside the inherently oppressive and
mechanical realm of production.45Command of production by the workers hence
would not lead to their liberation. Social advance does not depend on "a material basis" and Marcuse sees no point in an alteration of technological processes, a union of work and education, or militant union activity aimed at the
existing relations of production. Nor does the cultural revolution abolish a
managerial 61ite or provide the means with which this may be controlled by the
workers. Autonomy is only possible outside the realm of production. Automation is "the very base of all forms of human freedom."
Since "all joy and all happiness derive from the ability to transcend Nature,""46
all human and natural resources must be directed towards this end. Marcuse's
acceptance of technological rationality, his belief that the historical project is
the domination of nature, entails that the most efficient utilization of human
energies in the pursuit of a fully automated condition is the primary human
end. Considerations such as the quality of conditions of work and the selfgovernment of the producers are irrational in terms of technological rationality.
Marcuse claims Marx's vision of socialism is deficient in that the latter thought
men would always have to work, that Marx did not foresee the possibilities
engendered by automation. Marcuse writes: "... Marx's own idea of socialism
was not radical enough and not utopian enough. He underrated the level which
the productivity of labour under the capitalist system itself could attain and the
possibilities suggested by the attainment of this level."47
If the above intimates that Marx would have revised his doctrine in the
"utopian" manner of Marcuse, I think the statement is entirely misleading. For
Marx and Marcuse have two distinct visions of the constituent elements of
human excellence. Marx thought the human in men resides in their productive
functions. Work is the activity in which men pit their intellect, imagination, and
will against the external world and thus give concrete form to their human
potential. The overcoming of obstacles through work is the essentially human
activity, the activity of human freedom asserting itself. The condition of complete automation that Marcuse hopefully anticipates would not be welcomed by
Marx since he believed that free work is "life's prime want." Nor would he
desire a period of transition until nature is dominated where self-determination
in production is "wasteful."
Marcuse's "utopianism" is a rejection of Marxian materialism in favour of a
system of thought he calls technological rationality. His advocacy of a nonrepressive society based on automation and governed by a rational technocracy,
is appealing to many, possibly because few burdens are placed on the human
will. But perhaps freedom consists, as Marx says, in the overcoming of obstacles.
45It is perhaps to be noted that Trotsky justified "the militarization of labour" because of
men's natural aversion to work. See A Defence of Terrorism (London, 1921), 122-3, 131-4.
46One-DimensionalMan, 237.
47"TheObsolescence of Marxism,"413.
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